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0. Introduction – preparation, duration

of transition
• Croatian insurance market

– 20 companies, 7 domestic, 13 members of international groups

– All insurance companies are small in terms of the EU, BUT

– All companies are included in the new Solvency II regulatory regime

(since they are writing MTPL insurance or they are part of the EU

insurance groups)

• EU - multiannual preparations, meetings, discussions, preparation and

adoption of regulations, … QIS1, QIS2, … QIS5 from 2005 to 2010

• Croatia – QIS5 2012 on a volountary basis, 

with the accession to the EU in 2013 we „jumped into a running train”

• Successful adaptation to the new situation

after hard work and effort (insurance and

reinsurance companies, supervisory authority)
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0. Introduction– preparation, duration

of transition

• CIB – HANFA - CAA in 2011 initiated a Working

Group:

 valuation of assets and liabilities, own funds, SCR, MCR

 2 and 3 Pillar

Groups

More than 50 people involved

• Exchange of knowledge between supervisory 

authority and insurers (especially those from 

international groups)!!!
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1. Quantitative requirements

1. QIS5 2012 technical specifications, very useful additional
directions from Working Group

2. Preparatory phase in 2015
• Published Delegated Regulations, Implementing Regulations, 

Guidelines ... (thousands of pages of regulations )

• Focus on assets and liabilities valuation, own funds, calculation of 
SCR and MCR ... standard formula

• Intensive communication with companies

• Efforts to resolve open issues (plus direct questions to EIOPA,
use of EIOPA's Q&A tool)

• Successfully received and validated reports in the preparatory 
phase, and delivered to EIOPA

3. 2016 – standard formula, for now there have been no 
announcements for creating and using an internal model (main
reason: size of companies ... but perhaps one day with further
automatization, process awareness, group knowledge ...)
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Solvency ratios –

SI vs. SII
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31.12.2015. (SI)
1.1.2016. 

(Day 1)
31.12.2016. 30.6.2017.Life 

insurance

Non-life

insurance

234% 318% 236% 234% 239%

 All insurance and reinsurance undertakings are in compliance 

with solvency capital requirements prescribed with Solvency II 

regulation (aprox 235% to SCR, 670% to MCR)



2. System of governance

the Insurance Act from July 2014 introduced a part of Solvency II 

obligations that relate to:

• effective system of governance

• key functions (risk management function, compliance function, internal 

audit function, actuarial function)

• (appointed actuary from 1995)

• Fit & proper requirements (expertise, experience and adequacy, i.e. good 

reputation) – for management boards members from 1995

• Conflict of interests management

Insurance Act from 2016 (addopted in 2015)

• all companies in Croatia fulfilled requirements before 1 January 2016

• the proportionality principle is used

• a small number of companies have outsorced key functions (internal audit - 4, 

risk management - 1, actuarial function - 2, compliance monitoring - 1)

• In most companies (17 out of 21) AF and appointed actuary are the same 

person
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3. Risk management

• Naturally, it has always existed, PLUS

• As early as in 2010 - Guidelines for identification, 

measurement and risk monitoring (Hanfa) – company

management must develop an organizational culture 

based on risks to be managed every day
 adopting a Business Strategy and Risk Management Strategy,

 establishment of an appropriate organizational framework and adoption 

of internal policies and procedures for risk management,

 definition of risk tolerance and risk bearing capacity, assessment of the 

importance of risk and impact on the overall risk profile of the company ... 

risks catalog

 continuous monitoring of risk profile and establishment of early warning 

system as well as resolving ad hoc risk issues

 establishment of an appropriate risk management reporting system
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Own risk and solvency assessment (ORSA)

Preparatory phase 2014 – 2015 

• Guidelines on Forward Looking assessment of own risk

• intensive communication with companies, including holding working
meetings

Full application in 2016

• individual meetings with each company – discuss risk profile 
and capital requirements

• individual written recommendations for improving ORSA 
process and future ORSA reports

ORSA report

• the biggest challenge is to move from "backward looking" to 
"forward looking" (stress testing , scenarios) and making 
business decisions based on ORSA
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Own risk and solvency assessment (ORSA)

• ORSA:

– Report primarily aimed at companies themselves (looking into 
the future!)

– Connection between ORSA results, strategies, plans and 
business decisions!!!

– A chance for better understanding of business or solely a 
regulatory obligation?

– The goal of “company – supervisory body” meetings, apart from 
the ORSA report, is to understand the company’s business 
strategy, current and future business plans, measures taken 
by the company to alleviate exposure to certain risks... 
Understanding insurance and what companies do!



4. Reporting

• Preparatory Reports

• Report on initial state with reference date 1 January 2016 

(Day 1 Report), 

• Quarterly reports (QRS) and

• Annual report (ARS) for 2016 

- Regular Supervisory Report (RSR)

- Solvency and Financial Condition Report (SFCR)
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Challenges with reporting (SI vs. SII)

SI
Preparatory

Phase
Day 1 SII

Quaterly

Templates

Up to 47 

forms

Up to 10 

forms
-

13 QRTs (some of which consist

of more subforms, and some 

need to be filled in by lines of 

business)

Annual

Templates

Up to 83 

forms

Up to 21 

forms

Up to 10 

forms

Up to 90 QRTs (some of which

consist of more subforms, and

some need to be filled in by lines

of business)
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 Data quantity: Annual Forms count up to 18,400 data (versus quaterly

1500), which is about 12 times more data

 SII: the number of fields that must be filled out and the information to be 

provided are considerably more extensive

 The number of validation rules increases by six times in annual forms

 Allong with SII Reports, regular reports are submitted, according to 

accounting regulations – quaterly number 23, and annual reports number 56 

forms



Reporting

• decision to apply XBRL as a format for submitting quantitative information
between EIOPA and national supervisory authorities, using taxonomy and
standards prescribed by EIOPA

• in the preparatory phase of SII reporting, the companies mostly used free
software EIOPA T4U to generate reports in XBRL format, but over time they
purchased software on their own or downloaded software solutions from the
group

• For the purpose of receiving technical validation (checking the rules
prescribed by EIOPA) and a tabular presentation of the received XBRL
reports (in a web browser or Excel) as well as sending EIOPA reports in the
prescribed XBRL format (Level 2 Reporting) Hanfa had to obtain a software
solution too

• The project "Improving IT Infrastructure of Hanfa through the Implementation
of Business Intelligence System" funded by IPA 2012 Program and, to a
lesser extent, from Hanfa’s funds, resulted in the BI system DWH, which
enabled, among other things, the presentation of a better and more
extensive analysis of data from XBRL reports
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Technical validaton of reports and Data quality

• Preparatory phase – a large number of attempts to submitt technically correct reports (for some
companies even more than 10 times)

• Now – most companies have been able to provide technically correct reports after one or two
attempts

• Validation of quantitative information was carried out with continuous communication with
companies

• The quality of submitted data at the end of the validation was satisfactory, with a visible progress
in relation to previous reporting periods, but companies were still given indications what to pay
attention to for the future reporting periods
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5. Risk based supervision– CHANGING 

THE WAY OF THINKING

 Article 204 of the Insurance Act, Supervision of Insurance companies

Supervision is based on the approach which is prospective (oriented

on possible future events) and risk based…

 Article 214 of the Insurance Act Subject of supervision

In carrying out the supervision, the Agency shall in particular check the

suitability of the insurance company's methods and practices for the

purpose of identifying possible events or future changes in

economic conditions that could adversely affect the overall financial

position of the insurance company concerned…

The Agency may require insurance companies to carry out

appropriate stress tests and scenarios …
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MTPL liberalization and SII

(2008 regulation, 2013 EU)
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Risk based supervision - MTPL
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Combined ratio (MTPL) – whole market

2013 2014 2015 2016 30.6.2017

Combined ratio 82 94 94 95 90

Average premium (MTPL) – in HRK

2013 2014 2015 2016 30.6.2017

Average premium 1.521,1 1.196,6 993,0 930,4 917,6

• Simple average of undertakings’ indicators  portfolio size doesn’t have an impact



Activities – risk-based supervision, MTPL 

insurance, kasko insurance...

• Insurance of premium sufficiency – companies must calculate the 
premium in such a way that it is sufficient to fulfil all the obligations of 
the company, including creating appropriate technical provisions

• Carrying out off-site supervision for motor vehicle liability insurance and 
comprehensive car insurance, based on the prospective approach 
(oriented towards possible future events) and on risks, taking into 
account risks that companies are exposed to or might be exposed to 
(with the emphasis on prevention and on the future!)

• Performing and analysing scenarios, simulations and stress tests; limit 
determination

• Analysis of strategies and preventive measures of the company in 
relation to risk management – responsibility of management board!



Written in the strategies, procedures and plans in advance!

• Stress test – impact on MTPL 

combined ratio and MTPL 

business result

• Examples of scenarios:

– Average premium for current 

period is lower than average 

premium for previous period

– Claims are increasing while 

average premium decreases

• If combined ratio > 90%:

– Are costs within limits of business 

sustainability?

– Managing the risk of premium 

adequacy on a continuous basis using 

indicators, measures, sensitivity 

analysis, stress tests…

– Determining acceptable and 

unacceptable levels of business 

indicators in order to adequately 

manage and follow premium adequacy 

risk
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• Measures taken by undertakings to improve CR and business result:

– Decreasing discounts and/or costs, increasing premium rates, underwriting 

risks more cautiously, changing/stopping some of sales channels, education 

of employees in sales, improving technology and business processes



6. Effect on the Croatian 

market

• High costs (especially for small companies) – upgrade or

purchase of new software solutions, increase in the

number of employees, need to educate staff, domestic

companies engaging consultants

• Mergers of companies (since 2013, a total of 7 merged

companies, several other mergers have been announced)

• Conducting insurance business in Croatia via branches (4 

branches of insurance companies from the EU, of which 2 

branches originated from 3 merged insurance companies)

• Outsourcing (mostly digital data processing (IT services) 

and asset management within a group of companies) and

consolidation of operations at group level
20
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7. …

• Hanfa

 aims to understand the business model

 not only post festum findings and solutions

 communication with companies on a daily basis

• Change in the way of thinking – of companies and of

Hanfa employees

• continuous education, of companies and of Hanfa 

(external, in-house, knowledge transfer, rules of procedure 

and internal instructions (own, using manuals issued by

EIOPA), „workshops”, other supervisory authorities, …)

• problem in attracting and keeping new staff

• …, IDD, PRIIPs, IFRS 9,… IFRS17
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8. IDD and PRIIPs

• IDD (implementation 23.2.2018)

– Legislative changes 

– Licensing

– Education and training

– Product creation and understanding

– Product oversight and governance POG

– Insurance product information document IPID

– Knowledge assessment

– Entry into register

– Organization

• PRIIPs (1.1.2018)

– Key information document KID

– Determining complex and simple insurance-based investment products

– Organization

8.



Croatian market preparation

for the IDD and PRIIPs
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- Working group: Ministry of finance, Hanfa, insurance and other 

associations (banks, insurance intermediaries, investment firms 

etc.)

- Meetings since February 2017 – more than 20 meetings

- Issues raised and discussed

- IPID document creation

- Investment based insurance product and situation on the market

- KID document creation

- Product governance

- CPD and education

- Register

- Proposal of act drafted

- Working groups in CIB and CAA – IPID and KID examples for 

most usual product types (IE examples)

Again - all together!



Hanfa activities – consumer protection

• KIDs for unit linked life products in place (before 2018)

• Overview of submitted insurance conditions, information, 

KIDs (in case of UL) and marketing materials

• Public announcement explaining differences between

traditional and unit linked life insurance and risks

• Guidelines for KID presentation and disclosures

Thank you for your attention! 


